In response to increased enrollment communicated by Judith Troppon Ted and Carlos, we will be permanently moving to a virtual learning environment. Please see more information below and stay tuned.

What's New with TEACH?
Mostly new features and enhancements. The platform allows users to search for events, register for events, and view event details. There are also new ways to interact with the community, such as posting comments and joining groups. The platform has been updated to provide better accessibility and usability for all users.

Upcoming Events: Join Us!
All sessions will be held virtually, so no registration necessary. See the listings for dates and details:
- Making A Difference in the Community: A New TEACH Regional Activity, Roanoke, VA | 24016 US, 15 Old Woods Ave
- AAMC Building Better Curriculum Learning Series: “e-Learning Bites - How to Model for Learners” with David Musick, PhD and Emily Holt-Foerst, MA
- AAMC Annual Conference: Innovations in equity, diversity, justice, and inclusion across Medical Education
- The 2021 GEA Regional Spring Meeting
- Registration is now open for the virtual Foundations of Teaching and Learning Conference
- MedEdPORTAL: Submit Your Education Scholarship to These AAMC Calls for Submissions
- Working Towards Collaboration, Adaptation, and Innovation. There are also new ways to interact with the community, such as posting comments and joining groups. The platform has been updated to provide better accessibility and usability for all users.

Submit Your Education Scholarship to These AAMC Calls for Submissions
These calls for submissions are open to all members of the AAMC community. They aim to advance the work of all those engaged in medical education, including educators, researchers, and practitioners.

Educator Resources:
- AAMC Building Better Curriculum Learning Series: “e-Learning Bites - How to Model for Learners” with David Musick, PhD and Emily Holt-Foerst, MA
- AAMC Annual Conference: Innovations in equity, diversity, justice, and inclusion across Medical Education
- MedEdPORTAL: Submit Your Education Scholarship to These AAMC Calls for Submissions
- Working Towards Collaboration, Adaptation, and Innovation. There are also new ways to interact with the community, such as posting comments and joining groups. The platform has been updated to provide better accessibility and usability for all users.

Educator Opportunities:
- AAMC Annual Conference Call for Proposals: The AAMC invites you to participate in this national, annual conference on innovative, effective, and sustainable education in medical education. The conference theme is: Innovations in equity, diversity, justice, and inclusion across Medical Education
- The 2021 GEA Regional Spring Meeting
- Registration is now open for the virtual Foundations of Teaching and Learning Conference
- MedEdPORTAL: Submit Your Education Scholarship to These AAMC Calls for Submissions
- Working Towards Collaboration, Adaptation, and Innovation. There are also new ways to interact with the community, such as posting comments and joining groups. The platform has been updated to provide better accessibility and usability for all users.